August 30, 2018

Subject: California Proposition 65, Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 (Prop 65)

Some products sold by Gans Ink & Supply Company contain materials found on the California list of Chemicals Known To The State To Cause Cancer Or Reproductive Toxicity (Prop 65 List). Specific products can be identified by two methods:

1. Consult the product SDS: Every Gans Safety Data Sheet (SDS) includes a Prop 65 statement in Section 15. If Prop 65 ingredient are used, they will be listed here.

2. Consult the packing slip: Starting August 1, 2018 Gans packing slips include a warning for all products containing Prop 65 ingredients.

The majority of Gans products are not formulated with materials found on the Prop 65 List, and the following information will help you determine if you need to examine the product SDS.

- **Offset inks, oxidative chemistry:** Not formulated with Prop 65 materials, except for Pantone Warm Red, and Pantone or custom-made colors containing Warm Red (Process colors and blacks do not contain Warm Red). Consult SDS, Section 15.

- **Offset, flexo, and screen inks, UV-cure chemistry:** Not formulated with Prop 65 materials.

- **Overprint Varnishes, oxidative chemistry:** Not formulated with Prop 65 materials.

- **Coatings, aqueous chemistry:** Not formulated with Prop 65 materials.

- **Coatings, UV-cure chemistry:** Consult SDS, Section 15.

- **Press chemistry and supplies:** Consult SDS, Section 15.

- **Ink Jet inks:** Not formulated with Prop 65 materials.

California Prop 65 does not mandate analytical testing for the presence of listed or other materials.